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Machine learning methods have been used in multifactor stock strategy for years.(is paper uses three machine learning methods
and linear regression method to find the most appropriate approach. First, a framework is established and 10 style factors and 30
industry factors are chosen. Second, four methods are used to forecast portfolio returns and compared by predicting returns,
successful rate, and Sharpe ratio. Finally, this paper draws conclusion. (e main findings are as follows: the support vector
regression has the most stable successful rate for predicting, while ridge regression and linear regression have the most unstable
successful rate with more extreme cases; algorithm of support vector regression fitting higher-degree polynomials in Chinese
A-share market is optimized, compared with the traditional linear regression both in terms of stock return and retracement
control; the results of support vector regression significantly outperforming the CSI 500 index prove further.

1. Introduction

Quantitative trading in securities market usually adopts
CTA (commodities trading adviser) strategy, intraday high-
frequency strategy, and multifactor quantitative strategy.
(e multifactor models are widely used in the stock market,
including Fama–French three-factor asset pricing model [1],
Carhart four-factor model [2], and the further improved
five-factor and six-factor models. Scholars have found
hundreds of market anomalies which might provide excess
returns and created a “factor zoo”. Bridgewater Associates,
Renaissance Technologies, and AQR Capital Management,
the top hedge funds by assets in the world, trade in global
financial markets achieving exceptional returns for their
investors by strictly adhering to quantitative strategies. (e
vast majority of nonquantitative stock funds also introduce
the multifactor model to analyze and allocate their securities
positions to a certain extent.

(e traditional factor strategies are usually used to forecast
stock returns by scoring factor exposures, and linear regression
methods commonly used are time series regression, cross-
sectional regression, Fama and MacBeth [3] regression, and
Hansen GMM regression [4]. However, the relationship

between the factor value and the return of individual stocks in
the actual stock market is often nonlinear which leads to linear
regression that cannotwell fit inmany cases. In addition, Green
et al [5]and Hou et al [6] studies have shown that out-of-
sample testing finds that most factors cannot consistently
provide excess returns. One of the reasons for the disap-
pearance of excess returns is the increasing convergence of
prediction and tradingmodels using traditional methods in the
security market, which leads to failure. With the development
of artificial intelligence technology, Mullainathan and Spiess
[7], Kleinberg et al [8] show data mining, machine learning,
and other technical methods are applied to the field of eco-
nomics and management research. Major financial institutions
have also adopted new technologies and methods to improve
quantitative trading strategies in security market transactions.

(e finance analytical method is improved by intro-
ducing machine learning methods, which make the em-
pirical research paradigm expand from linear to nonlinear,
from focusing on parameter significance to the model
structure and dynamic feature. Appropriate and robust
models are built to capture the effective characteristics of
financial data and to interpret economic meaning, making
great efforts to improve prediction accuracy.
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Liu et al. [9] use a support vector machine (SVM) to
classify forecasting stock price index and find that support
vector function can accurately reflect the variation trend and
improve the prediction accuracy. On the basis of the mul-
tifactor stock selection model, Wang et al. [10] verify the
predictive performance of the random forest algorithm in
China’s stock market by using it to predict the rise and fall of
stocks and analyze the returns of selected stocks. Xie et al. [11]
use LASSO regression and elastic net in the process of factor
screening to select factors and determine the weight and find
that the factors screened by this method could obtain excess
returns. Gu et al. [12] test the performance of machine
learning algorithms in the US market and find that machine
learning models can effectively outperform traditional linear
regression models. Wang and Li [13] use the gcForest al-
gorithm to classify individual stocks and predict the proba-
bility of rise and fall of stocks. (ey build an investment
portfolio and a back test shows that the portfolio could
achieve significant excess returns.(ey compare the back-test
results of SVM and random forest algorithm and find that the
gcForest algorithm has obvious advantages over other algo-
rithms in both stable and rising period in the stock market
from a comprehensive analysis of various technical indicators.

Although machine learning methods have been used in
return forecasts in the security market in recent years, there
are still questions about which method is the best or most
appropriate for the emerging stock market? Security markets
are more volatile in developing countries and have their own
features. Based on the Chinese stock market, this study aims
to establish a forecasting framework to predict the rela-
tionship between abnormal factors and excess returns with
different methods, conducting a systematic test and evalu-
ating which method is best. (erefore, this study puts
forward three research questions:

(1) Is the machine learning model superior to the tra-
ditional predictive model? To verify the first obser-
vation, a traditional linear regression model and
three machine learning algorithm models are se-
lected in this study. Rapach et al. [14] show tradi-
tional linear regression has been used in financial
forecasting and achieved good results.

(2) If the prediction model f(·) adopts linear function
form, whether the performance of the nonlinearmodel
is better than that of the linear regression model. To
verify the second observation, traditional regression
and linear ridge machine learning models are used to
compare with random forest and support vector
machine models. Ridge regression is chosen because it
can solve the problem of the sparse model as Hastie
et al. [15] research, and random forest and support
vector machine algorithms are chosen because both of
them are the core algorithms according to machine
learning theory and have achieved good results in
many tasks as Fernández-Delgado et al. research [16].

(3) If the predictive model f(·) adopts the machine
learning methods, which performance is best among
the three machine learning models and why?

2. FactorVariableSelectionandModelSelection

(e task of multifactor model forecasting is a standard
supervised learning and regression task, that is, to explore
the following functional form:

Rt+1,j � f xt,j; θ  + εt,j, (1)

where Xtj is the factor, the explanatory variable selected by
the researcher in advance that has an influence on the return
rate of the stock j at time t. (e function f(·) can take any
form and represents all the possible ways in which x can act
on y that the researcher can imagine. (e residual term ε
represents other possible influence factors beyond control.
Compared with the traditional factor regression model,
formula (1) does not require that the number of variables in
X is smaller than the number of samples and allows x to take
effect on y of almost any form. Under specific sample
conditions with the traditional econometric analysis
framework, researchers can estimate f(·) by the reduced
phenomenon regression model and nonparametric
methods. But in the reduced linear regression model, the
explanatory variable xj is easily correlated with the residual
term εj. In addition, when the sample size is limited and x

contains many variables, traditional nonparametric esti-
mation is difficult to overcome technical obstacles, and how
to select variables has not been solved as showed by Hen-
derson et al. [17].

2.1. Factors Selection. (e essence of themultifactor model is
to build an optimal asset portfolio through factor selection.
(erefore, factors should be selected as many as possible to
explain the return of stocks, so as to minimize the residual of
the regression model which represents the return of stocks
that cannot be explained by factors. (e selection of indi-
vidual stocks is based on the results of portfolio earnings of
the forecasting model. (e characteristics of samples, that is,
the independent variables in the model, are determined by
researchers on account of their market experience. At
present, the common practice in the investment industry is
to divide factors into industry factors and style factors. (e
industry factor is a dummy variable, if the individual stock
belongs to a certain industry, the corresponding factor value
is 1, and the factor value of other industries is 0. Style factors
are selected by investors’ study and comprehension of the
market. (e number of style factors excavated by quanti-
tative institutions and the ability to interpret alpha of the
stock manifest academic competence of financial institu-
tions, and different institutions may choose different style
factors.

Based on the situation of China’s A-share stock market,
twelve primary factors from four categories are selected: the
valuation factor which includes price-to-earnings ratio,
price-to-book, total market capitalization, the financial
factor which includes price-to-cash-flow ratio and price-to-
sales ratio, the momentum factor which includes turnover
rate, turnover, yield, the length of the cylinder, and the
closing price, and technical factor which includes the length
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of upper wick and length of lower wick. Technical factors are
improved because few researches have paid attention to the
length of the wick, but it shows the tradingmoodwhich has a
great effect on stock price, especially in emerging security
markets.

(e primary factors are back-tested with the stratified
method, and the results are sorted in descending order listed
in Table 1. Group a buys the top 20% stocks with the largest
factor value ranking in each cross-sectional period each
week, while group e buys the stocks with the last 20% factor
value ranking in each cross-sectional period each week. (e
frequency of position adjustment is weekly. At the same
time, stocks with an absolute weekly return of more than
15% were removed, which account for less than 2% of the
number of stocks, in order to eliminate the impact of stocks
with a consecutive daily limit up and daily limit down.

(e results of long-short portfolios of the stratified back
test show that the net value of four factors, namely, length of
wick, length of the lower shadow, price-cash flow ratio, and
price-sales ratio, is low, indicating these factors are not
correlated with the stock return rate strongly. Considering
the net value curve of the long-short portfolio and the
stratified back test, two financial factors, price-cash-flow
ratio and price-sales ratio, are filtered out, and ten style
factors are selected. Combining with 30 industry factors,
now 40 factors are selected for the return forecasting model
as shown in Table 2.

2.2. Model Selection. Machine learning is a collection of
many forms of predictive functions f(·) and all kinds of
algorithms. As stock return prediction is a supervised
learning regression task, theoretically, all machine learning
algorithms adapted to regression task can be used to build
stock return prediction models. In this study, three machine
learning regression algorithms (ridge regression, random
forest regression, and support vector regression) are used to
predict the returns of individual stocks. Based on the pre-
dicted returns of individual stocks, the investment portfolio
is constructed for back test, and the efficiency of the machine
learning algorithm is analyzed.

2.2.1. Ridge Regression Model. In the traditional linear re-
gression model, the parameter estimation is generally ob-
tained by minimizing the loss function. (e formula of the
loss function is as follows:

LossOLS(β) � ‖Y − Xβ‖
2
, (2)

where LOSS is the loss function, X and Y are data matrix and
outcome variable, respectively, and β is regression coefficient
vector. In contrast toOLS estimates, Hoerl and Kennard [18]
propose to add a constant λ to the principal diagonal of the
X′X matrix to ensure the matrix (X′X + λI) is invertible
and alleviate the multicollinearity problem. In order to
obtain the unique solution of the parameter vector β, the
paper regularizes it to limit its data range.(e penalty term is
introduced into the loss function for penalized regression.

Loss(β) � (y − Xβ)′(y − Xβ) + λ‖β‖
2
2, (3)

where the first term of (3) is the sum of squares of residuals.
(e second term is the penalty term, and λ is the adjustment
parameter to control the penalty intensity. (e optimal
solution of parameter β in the ridge regression model
βridge(λ) � (X′X + λI)− 1X′y can be obtained when the loss
function is minimum.(e choice of parameter λ determines
the degree to which the regression coefficient is compressed.
Different values of λ will generate different results. A
commonmethod in machine learning proposed byMcNeish
and Daniel [19] is K-fold cross-validation. (e cross-test
error is as follows:

CV(λ) � MSE
——

λ

�
1
K
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yi − yi(λ) 
2
.

(4)

(e cross-validation error CV(λ) is a function of λ, and λ
is optimal when CV(λ) is the smallest.

2.2.2. Random Forest. Random forest is also a combined
prediction model, belonging to a Bagging algorithm varia-
tion in the family of integrated algorithms. It is a tree-based
integrated learning model proposed by Breiman [20] and
widely used to solve classification and regression.

(e paper uses random forest algorithm of Bagging,
using bootstrapping to generate random training samples n
from the initial dataset. (e probability of each sample being
selected is 1/n, and the probability of each sample not being
collected k times is lim

k⟶∞
(1 − (1/n))k⟶ (1/e) ≈ 0.368 .

(e 36.8% dataset that did not participate in the training
model composes the out-of-bag sample, which can be used
to evaluate the out-of-bag error. Dt is used to represent the
training sample set actually used by ht, and Hoob(x) rep-
resents the out-of-bag sample prediction of sample x, whose
formula is

H
oob

(x) � argmax
y∈Y



T

t�1
II ht(x) � y( ∗ II x ∉ Dt( , (5)

and the out-of-bag estimation of the generalization error of
the Bagging algorithm is

ϵoob �
1

|D|


(x,y)∈D
II H

oob
(x)≠y . (6)

Cawley et al. [21] use the above results as the criteria for
model pruning and overfitting to reduce the risk of
overfitting.

(e random forest method is similar to the bagging
method both of which rely on initial data and use the
bootstrap method to build the training set. Random forest
also introduces a random attribute selection in the training
process of the decision tree. In other words, in random forest
generation, a subset containing j, attributes are randomly
selected from the attribute set of each node of each decision
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tree, and then, an optimal attribute is selected from this j
subset for partitioning after random selection. (e more
machine learners there are, the better the random forest
learns. In the study, the method of the weighted mean for
regression is adopted in the integrated strategy of random
forest, and its formula can be expressed as

H(x) �
1
T



T

i�1
ωihi(x). (7)

2.2.3. Support VectorMachines. (e support vector machine
algorithm, first proposed by Vapnik and Vladimir [22], is to
maximize the interval among training samples of different
categories in the sample space so as to achieve optimal
classification. For the nonlinear samples applied in the study,
the feature space can be mapped into a higher-dimensional
space, and all samples can be correctly classified by a
mapping function. (e sample space partition in the hy-
perplane can be expressed by the following linear equation.

ωT
x + b � 0, (8)

whereω is the normal vector that determines the direction of
the hyperplane, and b is the displacement term that de-
termines the distance between the hyperplane and the origin
point. (us, the distance from any point x in the sample
space to the hyperplane (ω, b) can be obtained as follows:

r �
ωT

+ b




ω
. (9)

Assuming that any point (xi, yi) ∈ D, the sample space
points are classified as

ωT
xi + b≥ + 1， yi � +1,

ωT
xi + b≤ − 1， yi � − 1.

⎧⎨

⎩ (10)

It can be seen from the above formula that in order to
find the partition hyperplane with the maximum interval, it
is necessary to find the parameters ω and b which satisfy the
constraints in (10) so that the sum of the distances from the
two heterogeneous support vectors to the hyperplane can be
maximized. (e constraint conditions can be obtained as

min
ω,b

1
2
ω2

,

s.t. yi ωT
xi + b ≥ 1, i � 1, 2, . . . , m.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

For nonlinear classifiers, the support vector machine has
several kernel functions to realize hyperplane partition,
including polynomial kernel, Gaussian radial basis kernel,
Laplacian kernel, and Sigmoid kernel. (ese nonlinear
kernel functions mainly transform the original feature space
into a higher-dimensional feature space and are separated by
a hyperplane. In this paper, the Gaussian radial basis is

Table 1: Net value of factor stratified back-test and long-short portfolio.

a b c d e Long-short portfolio

Valuation factors
PE (price/earnings) 1.15 1.75 2.30 2.58 2.32 1.43
PB(price/book value) 1.07 1.78 2.29 2.36 2.81 2.01

Market value 1.05 1.06 1.27 2.05 10.05 10.64

Financial factors

Price/cash flow 1.40 2.01 2.61 2.57 1.60 1.10
Price/sales 1.38 1.93 2.11 2.21 2.47 1.43
Turnover 0.29 0.77 2.03 4.43 14.89 47.62

Turnover rate 0.34 1.91 2.94 3.75 4.08 7.58

Momentum factors
Yield 0.35 1.72 3.45 4.16 3.51 10.08

Length of wick 1.25 2.18 2.61 2.33 1.88 1.35
Closing price 0.53 1.29 2.24 3.15 6.39 10.78

Technical factors Length of lower shadow 1.43 2.83 2.65 2.10 1.39 1.06
Length of upper shadow 0.59 2.38 2.88 2.76 2.77 3.74

Table 2: 40 selected factors.

Style factors Industry factors
PE Petroleum and petrochemical Electrical equipment and new energy Banking
PB Coal industry National defense and military industry Nonbank finance
Market value Nonferrous industry Auto industry Real estate
Turnover Electricity and utilities Trade and retail Comprehensive finance
Turnover rate Steel Consumer service Transportation
Yield Basic chemical engineering Home appliance Electron
Length of wick Architectural industry Textile and garment Communication
Closing price Architectural material industry Pharmaceutical industry Computer
Length of lower shadow Light manufacturing Food and beverage industry Media industry

Length of upper shadow Machinery industry Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry,
and fishery Comprehensive industry
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chosen as the kernel function to establish the support vector
machine model.

3. Data Preprocessing and Training Model

Predicting the returns of individual stocks is the most im-
portant part of the multifactor stock selection strategy, and
the alpha of the strategy usually comes from stocks selected.
Value of factor of individual stocks is taken as the char-
acteristics of the data (independent variable) and the return
rate of individual stocks in the next period as the label of the
data (dependent variable). After using the data from t-24 to
t-1 period as the model training set, the factor data of in-
dividual stocks in the t period are used to predict the return
rate of t+1 period. (e period of stock portfolio transfer
selected in the paper is weekly, so the corresponding training
set is the data of 24weeks from the forecast day to the week
24weeks before.

3.1. Data Preprocessing. Because the dimensions of each
factor are not consistent, it is necessary to standardize the
factors so as to compare and regress. Before data stan-
dardization, in order to avoid interference caused by the
estimation of the correlation between a few extreme value
data factors and the rate of return, the extreme data are
excluded first.

Figure 1 shows the probability density comparison of
factor data of stock market value before and after the de-
extreme operation. It can be seen that the de-extreme
method effectively reduces the impact of extreme values on
the prediction results.

After the market value factor data of stock is de-extreme,
the distribution before and after standardization is com-
pared in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows the data distribution
before standardization, and Figure 2(b) shows the data
distribution after standardization. It can be seen that the
dimensions of the normalized data are adjusted.

3.2. Model Training. After deleting extremes and stan-
dardization of all factor loading data, four algorithms in-
cluding linear regression, ridge regression, random forest
regression, and support vector regression are used, re-
spectively, to predict the returns of individual stocks. In the
ridge regression algorithm, the penalty parameter alpha is set
to 90. In the random forest regression, 500 trees are selected
to test with regression tree as the base learner. In the support
vector machine algorithm, radial basis function is used, the
radial kernel gamma parameter is set to 0.5, and penalty
parameter is set to 100.

(ere are 40 sample features including the 10 style
factors and 30 industry factors in the model. (e label of the
sample is the return rate of individual stocks in the next
cross-sectional period. (e sample characteristics and labels
of 24weeks before the prediction are selected as the training
set, and rolling prediction is carried out. Finally, the fore-
casting value of the weekly return of all stocks in the security
market from July 9, 2010, to November 15, 2019, is obtained
for the construction of the investment portfolio. (e data

come from the Chinese A-stock market, obtained from
CSMAR (China Stock Market & Accounting Research
Database) and WIND Information Financial Terminal
Market Sequence.

4. Prediction Results and Analysis

4.1. Mean Square Error Comparison. Mean square error
(MSE) is the sum of squares of the difference between the true
value and the predicted value of the test set divided by the
number of samples in the test set. In a linear regressionmodel,
it refers to the loss function. Generally, the MSE index can
intuitively reflect the deviation between the model prediction
results and the real results and indicates the generalization
ability of the model to the new data in the test set.

1
m



m

i�1
yi − yi( 

2
. (12)

Figure 3 shows the MSE statistical results of the four
algorithms in each back-test section period.

It can be seen that the MSE indexes of the four algo-
rithms are very close, indicating that for all stocks in the
security market, the generalization ability of the four al-
gorithms is close to each other. Compared with the trend of
turnover of Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges in
Figure 4, the deviation of the model forecast result is greater
as the turnover of the market magnifies. (e characteristic is
in line with the actual situation of the Chinese A-share
market, for market sentiment often being hot and retail
investors entering the market in a concentrated way when
the transaction volume is enlarged, which corresponds to the
two highest transaction volumes in Figure 4 of 2015 and
early 2019. At these times, irrational investors increase in the
market, and market efficiency decreases, which are reflected
in the price deviation of individual stocks. In this case,
historical data usually cannot accurately predict the future,
so the prediction deviation of the corresponding model
increases.
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Figure 1: Distribution of samples de-extreme.
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4.2. Success Rate of Forecast. In the multifactor stock se-
lection model, the deviation between the forecast return and
the actual return often cannot completely determine the
merits of the strategy. (e deviation can be divided into two

kinds: one is the actual return of the selected stock being
higher than the forecast return, and the other is the actual
return of the selected stock being lower than the forecast
return. Obviously, the first bias is favorable for investors,
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Figure 3: MSE indexes of four algorithms.
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while the second bias is an adverse result that should be
avoided as far as possible. (erefore, some other indicators
are used to help evaluate the model, such as predicting
success rate.

(e success rate of forecast refers to the probability that
the actual return of the stock which the model predicts is
positive, that is, the accuracy of the model to predict the rise
of the stock. In many cases, the absolute value of the pre-
diction results of the model is not high. For example, al-
though the model predicts a 3% return on individual stocks,
the actual stock rise of 2% or 4% is acceptable. Because if the
actual return falls in the end, the forecast will cause a loss on
the investment. (erefore, the success rate is also an im-
portant index of model evaluation.

Figure 5 shows the probability density distributions of
the four algorithms for predicting the success rate during the
back test.

Except for SVR, the distributions of the other three
algorithms all have two peaks, among which linear regres-
sion and ridge have the most unstable success rate, with the
two peaks close to 0 and 1, respectively, and the peak near 0
is higher. Random forest is slightly better than the two al-
gorithms, but many extreme values of the prediction of the
success rate still exist. (erefore, from the perspective of
prediction success rate, SVR is the most stable, followed by
random forest regression, while ridge regression and tra-
ditional linear regression are very unstable and have many
extreme values as shown in Table 3.

4.3.Model Comparison and Analysis. Figure 6 shows the net
value curves of the investment portfolio constructed using
the corresponding earnings forecast results of the four al-
gorithms. Liner regression corresponds to linear regression,
random forest corresponds to random forest regression,
ridge corresponds to ridge regression, SVR corresponds to
support vector regression, and benchmark corresponds to
CSI 500 index trend.

(e back-test results show the following.

4.3.1. SVR Is Superior to the Traditional Linear Regression
Algorithm. Compared with the traditional linear regression,
the return of the portfolio constructed by the SVR is sig-
nificantly improved from the perspective of return rate and
retracement control. (e traditional linear regression is not
suitable for high-dimensional data, the number of inde-
pendent variables of high-dimensional data is greater than
the sample size, and the rank of matrix X is less than the
number of rows, which will lead to the matrix X is not full
rank, and the unique solution cannot be obtained.

In addition, even if there is no problem of high-di-
mensional data, approximate (incomplete) multicollinearity
which means the high correlation between characteristic
variables often appears in the traditional linear regression
model. (e matrix becomes almost irreversible under
multicollinearity, magnifying the variance and under-
estimating the significance of OLS estimation.

(e back-test results show that SVR has a better pre-
diction effect on the return of stocks than linear regression,

and the algorithm fits the characteristics of higher-degree
polynomial and is more suitable for the stock market. For
example, it can be seen from the results of the stratified back
test in the primary factor chosen part that the style factors
with better effects in the model have fluctuated to a certain
degree since 2018, such as factors of market value and
turnover rate. In 2017, China’s stock market saw a record
number of IPOs, and the regulator cracked down on high
increasing the number of common shares and other subject
speculation, and there was a big shift in market style such as
the market’s small-cap effect changed significantly. For this
kind of nonlinear behavior, the machine learning algorithm
is relatively well adapted. Compared with the CSI small-cap
500 index of the Chinese stock market, Sharpe [23] ratio
calculated is 0.27, whichmeans at the same risk, the portfolio
gains more than CSI 500.

However, the result of SVR has got a large retracement
since 2018, which may be caused by the increasing use of
machine learning algorithms by quantitative institutions in
China’s A-share market. (at is, the increase of funds in the
market for return prediction using the SVR algorithm re-
duces the alpha of the algorithm itself.

4.3.2.8e Results of Linear Regression Are Similar. (eback-
test results show that the trend of ridge regression is very
close to that of linear regression, which is determined by the
two algorithms themselves. Ridge regression only adds a
penalty term to the linear regression; in this study, the
penalty term is rather big which leads to similar results.
Although ridge regression and linear regression algorithms
had relatively high returns before 2018, they began to plunge
after 2018, which reflecting the distribution of the success
rate of linear regression prediction was unstable. Analysis of
the forecast results shows the successful rate distributions of
ridge regression and linear regression are extreme, and Xu
et al. [24] find that stocks with high return asymmetry
exhibit low expected returns. In the market, if the forecast
successful rate is unstable, it will have a negative impact on
the net value.

(e advantage of ridge regression over classical linear
regression models lies in its tradeoff between prediction
error and variance. With the increase of λ, the smoothness of
the fitting of ridge regression decreases, although the vari-
ance decreases, but the deviation increases. In general, when
the relationship between the response variable and the
prediction variable is approximately linear, the least squares
estimate will have a low bias but a large variance, which
means that small changes in the training data may lead to
large changes in the least squares regression coefficient.
When the number of variables and the number of obser-
vations are close, the variance of the least squares estimation
will be larger, and when the number of variables is greater
than the number of observations, the least squares have no
unique solution. Ridge regressionmethod can still get a large
decrease of variance by a small increase of deviation, and a
better fitting effect can be obtained by using this tradeoff.(e
back-test results show that the ridge regression fitting trend
effect is very close to that of the ordinary linear regression,
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which also reflects from another side that the variance of the
least square estimation is not large.

4.3.3. Stochastic Forest Regression Is Insignificant in the
Sample. Random forest only uses some node variables in the
decision tree. Because different nodes are forced to split with
different variables, the correlation between different decision
trees can be reduced, thus reducing the variance. (erefore,
in the tradeoff between variance and bias, random forest

sacrifices a small amount of bias for a smaller variance, so as
to reduce the mean square error. Since all characteristic
variables are used for splitting in this study, even though the
deviation is small, the correlation between different decision
trees is strong, resulting in a large variance. So, the portfolio
constructed by the stochastic forest regression algorithm
does not generate significant excess returns, and this algo-
rithm has no obvious advantage over the traditional linear
regression algorithm in the construction of the multifactor
stock selection model.
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Figure 6: Net value curves of back test.
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Figure 5: Distributions of the success rate of forecast earnings.

Table 3: Back-test results of different algorithms.

Algorithm Annualized return Maximum retracement rate (%) Sharpe ratio weekly
Linear regression − 5.38% 94.73 ——
Ridge regression − 6.61 95.56 ——
Random forest regression − 4.74 83.43 ——
Support vector regression (SVR) 70.12% 58.63 0.27
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Figure 7: Stratified back test of price/earnings factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 8: Stratified back test of price/book value factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 9: Stratified back test of market value factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 10: Stratified back test of price/cash flow factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 11: Stratified back test of price/sales factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 12: Stratified back test of turnover factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 13: Stratified back test of turnover rate factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 14: Stratified back test of length of wick factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 15: Stratified back test of closing price factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 17: Stratified back test of length of upper shadow factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 16: Stratified back test of yield factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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Figure 18: Stratified back test of length of lower shadow factor (a) and net value curve of long-short portfolio (b).
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5. Conclusion and Prospect

5.1. Conclusion. (is study aims to study the application of
machine learning algorithm inmultifactor selection strategy.

First, according to results of the stratified back-test and
long-short portfolio, the price-to-sales ratio and price-to-
cash-flow ratio factors which are not strongly correlated with
the return rate of stocks are removed.(e remaining 10 style
factors and 30 industry factors constitute the independent
variables in the return forecast model.

Next, four algorithms, including linear regression and
three machine learning regression, are used, respectively, to
predict the return of stocks. (e deviation of the forecast
results increases when the stock market turnover is enlarged,
indicating that the prediction effect of the model will weaken
when the market sentiment is high and the irrational pricing
of investors increases. Among the four algorithms, the
support vector regression has the most stable successful rate
for predicting stocks return, while the ridge regression al-
gorithm and linear regression algorithm have the most
unstable successful rate for predicting with more extreme
cases.

Finally, portfolios are built of which the position weight
of individual stocks is determined by the weighted average of
expected returns, and the forecast results of the four algo-
rithms are back-tested. It is found that the support vector
regression has a significant improvement compared with the
traditional linear regression, both in terms of return and
retracement control. (e result can significantly outperform
the CSI 500 index, indicating that the support vector re-
gression algorithm in machine learning has a better effect in
predicting returns in the multifactor stock selection strategy.

In conclusion, support vector regression can be used to
fit higher-degree polynomials in the Chinese A-share
market, and its applicability is strong.

5.2. Prospect. Multifactor stock selection model can help
investors not only to make more efficient and accurate
decisions in investment but also have a clearer under-
standing of the huge and intricate security market and price
fluctuation to seize trade opportunity. With the advent of the
Internet of things, the acceleration of the development of big
data and cloud computing, and the continuous innovation of
data mining algorithms, more and more reasonable algo-
rithms will be explored and used in the Chinese equity
market to gain an excess return.

From the perspective of the data relationship, the
nonlinear relationship between the prediction excess return
rate variable and the anomaly factor maybe not very strong,
which leads to the prediction effect of some machine
learning algorithms used in this study is not as good as that
of the traditional linear regression model. On the other
hand, it is also limited by the problems of the algorithm
itself. Although the ridge regression model can solve the
X′X irreversible problem in the linear regression model, the
cost paid is to “compress” the regression coefficients, thereby
making the model more stable and reliable. Since the penalty
term is the quadratic function of the regression coefficient β,

when seeking the minimum value of the objective function,
its partial derivative always retains the independent variable
itself. So, sometimes ridge regression cannot realize the
choice of variables in a true sense. Although the results of
SVMmodel performance are sometimes excellent, its biggest
disadvantage is that when the data scale is large, the op-
erating cost is relatively high. (erefore, future work can be
further studied from the following two aspects: if the real
data do have sparse problems, LASSO regression can be
considered to achieve better results; and if the correlation
between decision trees is strong, the prediction accuracy can
be further improved by using AdaBoost algorithm.

Appendix

Figure interpretation

Figures 7–18 show the results of stratified back test of
primary factors and net value curve of long-short portfolio,
which is used for factor screening.

Python code

(e models are implemented in Python 3.7.3, and back-test
part program code is listed below.

import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import math
import numpy as np
import os
def get_hundred (arr):

temp � []
for i in arr:

if i �� 0:
temp.append( 0)

else:
temp.append(math.floor(i / 100) ∗ 100)

return temp
def get_net_value(day):

‘‘‘
get net value

: param day: back test date
: return: net value

‘‘‘
global position
nv � money
for symbol, quantity in position.items():

if pd.isnull(df_close[symbol][day]):
print(‘stock without price：{}，use the nearest

price ‘.format(symbol))
nv � nv + price[symbol] ∗ quantity
continue
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else :
nv � nv + df_close[symbol][day] ∗ quantity
price[symbol] � df_close[symbol][day]

return nv
def judge(day, next_day):

‘‘‘
: param day: back test date
: return: record word of position change ：
change_quantity

‘‘‘
global change_quantity
new_nv � get_net_value(day)
df_judge � pd.DataFrame({‘new_weight’: df_weight

[next_day]},
index�df_weight.index)

df_judge[ ‘new_symbol_mv’] � df_judge[‘new_-
weight’] ∗ new_nv

df_judge[‘price’] � df_close.loc[day, : ]
df_judge � df_judge[df_judge[ ‘price’] > 0]
df_judge[ ‘new_symbol_quantity’] � df_judge

[‘new_symbol_mv’] / (df_judge[‘price’] ∗ ((1000 +
trade_fee) / 1000))

df_judge � df_judge.fillna( 0)
# df_judge � df_judge.sort_va-

lues(by�‘new_symbol_mv’, ascending�False)
df_judge[‘new_symbol_quantity’] � get_hun-

dred(df_judge[‘new_symbol_quantity’])
df_old_quantity � pd.DataFrame([position], index�

[‘old_quantity’])
df_old_quantity � df_old_quantity.T
df_judge[ ‘old_quantity’] � df_old_quantity

[‘old_quantity’]
df_judge � df_judge.fillna( 0)
df_judge[ ‘change_quantity’] � df_judge[‘new_s-

ymbol_quantity’] -df_judge[‘old_quantity’]
change_ � df_judge[ ‘change_quantity’][df_judge

[‘change_quantity’] !� 0]
return change_

def buy(symbol, quantity, cost):
global position, money
if symbol in position:
position[symbol] � position[symbol] + quantity

else:
position[symbol] � quantity

money � money - cost
def sell(symbol, quantity, cost):

global position, money
position[symbol] � position[symbol] - quantity
if position[symbol] �� 0:

del position[symbol]
money � money + cost

def trade(day):
‘‘‘
trade according to position change
:param day: back test date
:return:
‘‘‘
stop_trade � []
for symbol in change_quantity.index:

if df_close[symbol][day] �� 0:
print(‘{}suspended，can not trade’.-

format(symbol, day))
stop_trade.append(symbol)

for symbol in change_quantity.index: # sale
if change_quantity[symbol] < 0:

if symbol in stop_trade: # judge if suspended
print(‘{}suspended，can not sell’.-

format(symbol, day))
continue

if df_ret[symbol][day] > -0.09: # judge if limit
down

if position[symbol] >� abs(change_quantity
[symbol]): # judge if amount of stocks arrive to the
number to sell

trade_money � abs(change_quantity
[symbol]) ∗ df_close[symbol][day] ∗ (1000 - trade_fee)
/ 1000

sell(symbol�symbol, quantity-
�abs(change_quantity[symbol]), cost�trade_money)

else: # see all

trade_money � position[symbol] ∗
df_close[symbol][day] ∗ (1000 - trade_fee) / 1000

print(‘{}number not enough{}，sell all
{}’.format(day, symbol, abs(change_quantity[symbol]),
position[symbol]))

sell( symbol�symbol, quantity�position
[symbol], cost�trade_money)

else:
print(‘{}日,{}litmit down, can not sell’.-

format(day, symbol))

continue
else :

continue
for symbol in change_quantity.index: # buy

if change_quantity[symbol] > 0:
if symbol in stop_trade: # judge if suspended

print(‘{}suspende，can not buy’.-
format(symbol, day))
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continue
if money < 10000: # cash below 10000 give up

buying
print(‘{} ash below 10000,give up buying

{}’.format(day, symbol))
continue

if df_ret[symbol][day] < 0.09: # if Limit Up
trade_money � abs(change_quantity[symbol])

∗ df_close[symbol][day] ∗ (1000 + trade_fee) / 1000
if money > trade_money: # cash enough

trade_money � change_quantity[symbol] ∗
df_close[symbol][day] ∗ (1000 + trade_fee) / 1000

buy(symbol, change_quantity[symbol],
trade_money)

else: # cash not enough, buy as can
trade_quantity � 100 ∗ math.floor(money /

(df_close[symbol][day] ∗ 100 ∗ ((1000 + trade_fee) /
1000)))

if trade_quantity > 0:
trade_money � trade_quantity ∗ df_close

[symbol][day] ∗ ( 1000 + trade_fee) / 1000
buy(symbol, trade_quantity,

trade_money)
print(‘cash is not enough，{}日{}buy as it

can{}’.format(day, symbol, trade_quantity))
if trade_quantity < 0:

print(‘error，{}日{}buy number is neg-
ative’.format(day, symbol))

else: # skip if limit down
print(‘{}日,{}limit up,can not buy’.format(day,

symbol))
continue

else :
continue

def get_account(day):
‘‘‘
get the account information for program debugging

: param day:
: return: account information of today, back csv file

‘‘‘
symbol_list � []
quantity_list � []
price_list � []
mv_list � []
for symbol, quantity in position.items():
symbol_list.append(symbol)
quantity_list.append(quantity)
price_list.append(price[symbol])
mv_list.append(quantity ∗ price[symbol])

df_account � pd.DataFrame({ ‘symbol’: symbol_list,
‘quantity’: quantity_list, ‘price’: price_list, ‘mv’:
mv_list})

df_account[ ‘money’] � money df_close �

pd.read_csv # matrix of closing price
df_close[df_close.columns[0]] � list(map(lambda x:
str(x),
df_close[df_close.columns[0]]))
df_close � df_close.set_index(df_close.columns[ 0])
df_ret � pd.read_csv
df_ret[df_ret.columns[ 0]] � list(map(lambda x: str(x),
df_ret[df_ret.columns[0]]))
df_ret � df_ret.set_index(df_ret.columns[ 0])
df_sum � pd.DataFrame()
df_change_rate � pd.DataFrame()
model_name � os.listdir
for m_name in model_name:

bug_record � []
position � {}
price � {}
money � 500_0000
origin_money � 500_0000
net_value � []
change_rate � []
long_short � []
money_record � []
trade_fee � 9
df_weight � pd.read_csv.format(m_name))
df_weight � df_weight.se-

t_index(df_weight.columns[0])
start_day � ‘20120706’
all_time_interval � list(df_weight.columns)

back_test_interval � all_time_interval[all_ti-
me_interval.index(start_day): -1]

for date in back_test_interval:
next_date � list(df_weight.columns)[1 +

list(df_weight.columns).index(date)]

change_quantity � judge(date, next_date)
trade(date)
# get_account(date)
net_value.append(get_net_value(date) /

origin_money)
if date �� start_day:

print(‘{}net value change{}%’.format(date,
0))

change_rate.append( 0)
money_record.append(money)

else:
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# print((get_net_value(date) /
1_000_000_000 - net_value[-2]) ∗ 100 / net_value[-1])

print(‘{}{}net value{}’.for-
mat(m_name.split(‘_’)[1], date, round(net_value[-1],
6)))

print(‘{}{}net value{}’.for-
mat(m_name.split(‘_’)[1], date, round(net_value[-1] /
net_value[-2] - 1, 6)))

money_record.append(money)
change_rate.append( round(net_value[-1] /

net_value[-2] - 1, 6))
df_result � pd.DataFrame({ ‘net_value’: net_value,

‘change_rate’: change_rate},
index�back_test_interval)
df_sum[ ‘{}’.format(m_name[:-4])] � df_result

[‘net_value’]
df_change_rate[ ‘{}’.format(m_name[:-4])] �

df_result[‘change_rate’]
df_result.to_csv.format(m_name))

df_sum[ ‘index’] � df_result.index
df_sum � df_sum.set_index( ‘index’)
df_sum.plot.line()
plt.show()
df_change_rate[ ‘index’] � df_change_rate.index
df_change_rate � df_change_rate.set_index( ‘index’)
df_change_rate.plot.line()
plt.show().
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